
SOIRÉES MUSICALES AT TRAVESSA DA ERMIDA | "Os Violinhos" Orchestra |19th and 20th June 
2015 | 6 p.m.| Free entrance  

 
An eclectic program with different musical genres from several époques which includes 

Brahams Hungarian Dance nº5 and the Sound of Music 

 

It's an honour for Project Travessa da Ermida to present together with Lisbon's Music Academy, 
the Orchestra "Os Violinhos". This is definitely a partnership of great cultural interest aiming to 
present to a broad audience a lovely spring/summer evening in this hidden multicultural alley. We 
are profoundly thankful to the Academy for welcoming this initiative in order to promote and 
disseminate the musical art in Lisbon. We are therefore ready to enjoy this unique event in your 
company!  
 
Lisbon's Music Academy 

On the 4th of April 2004 the Os Violinhos Orchestra had its première in CCB's Main Auditorium 
presenting an inspiring concert of Lisbon's Music Academy about to open its doors a couple of 
months later. 

This concert was the start of a dream about to come true. It was also the statement of a 
pedagogic project translated in a teaching methodology settled in high demand standards allied 
to a close relation with the students, efficiency and motivation.  

In a short ten years existence, Lisbon's Music Academy is already the largest violin school in 
Portugal with recognized results among everyone involved. Over fifty of its students have seen 
their work and talent awarded in national and international competitions.  

Os Violinhos Orchestra  
 
Created in 2003, this orchestra presents its 11th season under Filipa Poêjo's musical direction, 
enhancing the concerts in National Theatre of São Carlos and CCB's Great Auditorium as well as an 
international tour to Oslo.  Being an educational orchestra with a pedagogic character Os 
Violinhos have its artistic goals and a central role in decentralisation and social responsibility, by 
given concerts in hospitals, schools, care institutions and by its association to fund raising 
campaigns, among other initiatives. . 
 
In its activities innovative concerts are included resorting to new technologies and other arts as 
the multimedia concert «A Pedagogia do Amor», the «Concerto em Forma de Poema» and the 
educational concerts «Músicas com Estórias». Some of the most important Portuguese musicians 
and artists have collaborated with this orchestra: Aníbal Lima, António Rosado, António Victorino 



d'Almeida, Carlos do Carmo, Carminho, Daniel Rowland, Gerardo Ribeiro, Irene Lima, João Pedro 
Pais, Lusotango, Paulo Gaio Lima, Pedro Carneiro, Pedro Meireles, Pedro Ribeiro, Roberto Valdés, 
Silvestre Fonseca. 
 
International tours, under the High Patronage of the President of Portugal, are made regularly and 
they have been in countries like Germany, Austria, Denmark, Spain, USA, Finland, France, Italy, 
Norway, Czech Republic, Sweden and Switzerland. 

 
Every year around 50 violin players are carefully selected among Lisbon's Music Academy over 
200 violin students. The work ethic, settled in high demand standards and discipline, encourages 
quality and companionship among all involved, promoting its artistic growth. Individually, Os 
Violinhos were awarded in more than 120 occasions and won the main national and international 
violin contests organized in Spain and Portugal.  
 

Contacts:  

Projecto Travessa da Ermida: Tel. +351 966 647 001| sergio-parreira@clix.pt | www.travessadaermida.com 

Lisbon's Music Academy: Tel. +351 213 630 201 | www.academiamusicalisboa.com  
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